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INTRODUCTION 
THE aim of this paper is to give a new construction of a strongly convergent cobar-type 
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the path-loop fibration 
Q”Z”X -+ PQ”-‘C”X + R”_‘C”X 
for any homology theory. 
Motivation 
One of the most convenient computational tools for the mod p homology of loop spaces 
is the cobar-type Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence (EMSS, for short). The computation 
of H,(P’C”X; F,) using the path loop fibration 
nnznx -+ pn”-‘x:“x + R”_‘Z”_X (1) 
illustrates the power of EMSS. In this case, the spectral sequence 
E2 = CotorH*(R’~‘r”x;F,)(Fp, F,) =sH,(QTX; F,) 
collapses at E2, reducing the calculation to an easy homological algebra. On the other hand, 
the Serre spectral sequence for the fibration (1) contains infinitely many nontrivial differen- 
tials and does not compute H,(Q”C”X; F,) directly. 
It would be very useful to have an EMSS for any generalized homology theory, for 
example, Morava K-theory. 
Convergence problem 
One of the difficulties in using the EMSS is the convergence problem. Namely, the 
EMSS does not necessarily converge to the homology we want to compute. With 
F, coefficient, the condition for convergence is fairly mild. Dwyer proved in [6] that EMSS 
for a fibration 
strongly converges to H,(F; F,) if and only if 7ci (B) acts nilpotently on H,(F; F,). Bousfield, 
recently, generalized this result to an arbitrary connective homology theory [l]. 
In the case of a nonconnective homology theory, however, we can hardly expect the 
convergence of the EMSS, even when the base space is simply-connected. The computation 
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of the Morava K-theory of the Eilenberg-MacLane spaces [13] gives us an important 
counterexample. 
Ravenel and Wilson used another kind of Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, the bar 
spectral sequence for the classifying space of an associative H-space. The fact that this 
bar-type spectral sequence converges for any homology theory enabled them, together with 
Hopf ring technology, to determine the Morava K-theory of the Eilenberg-MacLane 
spaces. 
Comparison with the bar spectral sequence 
This nice behavior of the bar-type EMSS can be explained as follows. Consider the 
simplicial bar construction of an associative H-space G, B, G. This is a simplicial space with 
(B,G), = G” and its geometric realization is the classifying space of G, 
( 
UA”x(K+G), N = (B,GI = BG. 
” )’ 
The cosimplicial space A* of the standard simplices has a filtration by skeletons. 
(A*)(” c (A*)(‘) c . . . c A*. (2) 
By applying the functor (r_r .( - ) x (B * G),)/- to this filtration, one obtains a sequence of 
spaces 
BOG cBIG c ... cBG 
Under a mild condition on the topology of G, each successive inclusion B,G c B,+ 1 G is 
a cofibration. The bar-type EMSS is the spectral sequence obtained by applying a homol- 
ogy theory h,( - ) to this filtration. 
Since BG = U.&G, the convergence of the spectral sequence follows from the standard 
argument. 
The cobar-type EMSS is a kind of dual to this bar-type spectral sequence. For a pointed 
space X with nondegenerate base point, we have a cosimplicial cobar construction, Q*X 
with @2*X)” = X”. (See [2] for various properties of cosimplicial spaces.) It is well-known 
that 
MapcsSpnees(A*, R*X) = Tot(Q*X) N RX 
where csspaces is the category of cosimplicial spaces. The cofibration sequence (2) then 
induces a tower of fibrations (not cofibrations!) 
RX N Tot(Q*X) + . . . --* Totr@*X) -+ Tot,(O*X) 
where Tot,@*X) = Map csSpnces((A*)(s), R*X). Thus we cannot get an exact, couple by 
applying homology. We have to modify this construction as follows. Let E be a spectrum. 
Q”(P’E A n*X) is a cosimplicial space for any integer n. As above, we obtain a tower of 
fibrations 
. . . + Tot,(Q”(Z”E A Q*X)) + Tot,_,(Q”(C”E A Q*X)) + . . . . 
By applying rc*(-), we obtain an exact couple, hence a spectral sequence (E*(n)} for each n. 
The structure map of the spectrum E induces a (degree-shifting) map of spectral sequences 
{E’(n)) + (E’(n + l)} 
for each n. Since 
colim . 
----+ is an exact functor, 
colim 
” -E’(n) n is again a spectral sequence. 
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Rector proved in [14] that, if E = HF,, the mod p Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum, this 
spectral sequence is isomorphic to the original Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence con- 
structed in [S, 93. 
By the standard argument of homotopy spectral sequence, the spectral sequence 
converges to 
colim lim 
- -~?r*_s+,(Tot,(R”(C”E A n*X))), n s 
which seems impossible to understand. When E = HF,, [7] gives a complete understanding 
of this Em-term in terms of the Bousfield-Kan F,-completion, but if E is not connected, 
nothing is known. This is the difficulty of the convergence problem of cobar-type spectral 
sequence. 
The most obvious way to avoid this difficulty is, of course, not to use the cosimplicial 
construction. In some cases, we might be able to find a completely different construction. 
Encouraging examples 
There are some examples for which the EMSS converges with coefficient in ANY 
homology theory. One such example is the path loop fibration of a suspension, 
The James-Milnor 
a wedge of iterated 
RCX -+PEX +xx. (3) 
theorem [12] tells us that, after a single suspension, s2CX splits into 
smash products of X, 
For any homology theory, h,(-), satisfying the strong form of the Kfinneth isomorphism, 
there is an isomorphism 
h;,(RCX) r &h;(X)@‘. 
k=l 
This is exactly the cobar construction, i.e. the El-term of EMSS. In other words, EMSS does 
converge and collapses at El-term. Together with the stable splitting theorem of Snaith 
[16] (see also [4, 3]), 
m 
R”X”X N v %TJj) + A,,X^’ 
’ j=l 
(5) 
which is one of the generalizations of (4), this example suggests an attack on the convergence 
problem of the EMSS for the fibration 
O”Zc”X -+ PR”-‘z”X + R”_‘C”X (6) 
fern> 1. 
There is another encouraging fact. 
In the case of bar-type spectral sequence, there is a construction due to Rothenberg and 
Steenrod [15]. Their idea is to use a quasifibration 
G +EG %BBG 
and to filter BG and EG so that the projection rc is a filtration preserving map. Then by 
analyzing the El-term of the spectral sequence for EG, they identified the E2-term for BG as 
Tor over h,(G) if h,(G) is h,(*)-flat for a multiplicative homology theory h,(-). 
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There are functors C,, E, due to May [lo] which he has shown form a quasifibration 
model for (6) 
C,(X) -+ &(CX, X) -+ C,- 1 WQ 
where CX is the reduced cone on X. If we could apply the idea of Rothenberg-Steenrod to 
this quasifibration by dualizing their procedure, we would get a new construction of the 
cobar spectral sequence for (6). 
Main theorem and outline of the paper 
In this paper, we introduce a new filtration on the spaces of little cubes, Vn(j), which 
induces a filtration on U,(j) + A r, X “I. Then the stable splitting (5) allows us to define 
a filtration on R”C”X in the STABLE HOMOTOPY CATEGORY. Applying a homology 
theory, say h,(-), we obtain a spectral sequence abutting to h,(R”C”X). Since our filtration 
is finite on each w?,(j)+ A r,X “j. this spectral sequence converges strongly. 
If h,(-) is a multiplicative homology theory and if h*(0”-lC”X) is h,(*)-flat, then we 
can identify the Ez-term of our spectral sequence with the E*-term of EMSS, i.e. Cotor over 
h,(s2n-‘Z”X). For any coalgebra C over a commutative ring R, CotorC(R, R) has a natural 
algebra structure by the concatenation of the cobar resolution. If C is cocommutative and if 
CotorC@‘RC(R R) 2 CotorC(R, R) OR CotorC(R, R), then we can define a coalgebra struc- 
ture on Cotb;“(R, R) by 
CotorC(R, R) Cotorb ,CotorC@nC(R, R) z CotorC(R, R) OR CotorC(R, R). 
We prove that the identification of the E2-term with Cotor is compatible with these 
structures under some conditions. Thus we obtain a cobar-type strongly convergent 
spectral sequence of Hopf algebras. 
THEOREM. For any multiplicative homology theory h,(-) and pointed space X such that 
(X, {*}) is a strong NDR pair, there is a spectral sequence of algebras over h.,.(*), strongly 
converging to h*(WZ”X). Zf h,(Q”-‘C”X) is h,(e)-flat, then there is an isomorphism 
E* E Cotorh*‘R“‘“‘X’(h,(*), h,(e)) (7) 
as algebras over h,(*), where Cotor has the standard algebra structure. Furthermore, if X is 
a co-H space, e.g., X = Z Y for some space Y, and tf any h,(*)-module is free, then this is 
a spectral sequence of coalgebras and the identification of the E*-term above (7) is an 
isomorphism of coalgebras, where Cotor has the standard coalgebra structure described above. 
Certainly, the condition on h,(*) is not the weakest condition for the existence of the 
coalgebra structure, but the shortest condition to state. Weaker conditions can be read off 
from the proof of the existence of the coalgebra structure in Section 5. An important 
example of homology theory satisfying this condition is the Morava K-theory, whose 
coefficient ring is K(n), z FLU,,, v; ‘1. 
The paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 1, we introduce a filtration on V”(j) for each n and j and prove basic 
properties of this filtration. Using the stable splitting of C,(X), we obtain a stable filtration 
on C,,(X). As a corollary of the construction, it is proved that the spectral sequence 
associated with this filtration converges strongly to h,(C,(X)) for any homology theory 
h,(-). 
In Section 2, we define a stable filtration on the total space E,(CX, X) of May’s 
quasifibration and prove that each inclusion F_,_ 1 E,(CX, X) 4 F_,E,(CX, X) is 
a pointed cofibration. This filtration is used in Sections 3 and 4 to identify the E*-term. 
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In Section 3, we compare the El-terms of the spectral sequences for C,(X) and 
& (CX, X). 
In Section 4, following the procedure of Rothenberg and Steenrod, we identify the 
E2-term of the spectral sequence as Cotor. 
In Section 5, Hopf algebra structure of the spectral sequence is studied. 
In the appendix, the main tools of this paper, i.e., various stable splittings, are estab- 
lished in a unified manner. 
Some applications of this spectral sequence to the Morava K-theory of iterated loop 
spaces will appear elsewhere. 
Caution. This paper is written “NDR-ly”, i.e. 
Space # CW-complex or simplicial set. 
The reason is that the most practical way to show an inclusion A 4 X is a cofibration is to 
prove that (X, A) is an NDR-pair. We need to show each successive inclusion of the 
filtration on V,,(j) is a cofibration in order to get a spectral sequence. If X is a CW -complex 
and A is a subcomplex, the inclusion A 4 X is always a cofibration. Unfortunately, it is not 
easy to find a structure of CW-complex on the spaces studied in this paper. Of course, we 
can always replace a continuous map by a cofibration up to homotopy. But we cannot 
afford to lose any information on gn( j). We need g”(j) as a topological space, not as an 
object in the homotopy category of spaces. 
One of the drawbacks of NDR-pair arguments is that the proofs are tedious and 
sometimes even painful to check. I could have omitted these arguments and written “It is 
easy to verify that . . . ” or “The rest of the proof is left to the reader.” However, I included 
almost all details to emphasize the fact that this rather elementary technique solves the 
convergence problem of EMSS (at least for Q”Z”X). 
Good references for NDR pairs are [17, 15, lo]. 
1. THE FILTRATION ON C,(X) 
We begin with recalling the definition of the space of little cubes. 
Definition 1.1. A little n-cube c is an affine embedding c = (fi,. . . ,fn):(- 1, 1)” + 
(- 1, 1)” and each A only depends on the ith coordinate of (- 1,l)“. Thus the image of c is 
“parallel” to (- 1, 1)“. The configuration space of j little n-cubes is the space of ordered 
j little n-cubes whose images are disjoint from each other. 
For example, a typical element (c,, c2, . . . , cg) ~%~(5) is as shown in Fig. 1. 
Remark 1.2. In [lo], gn( j) is defined by using [O, l] instead of (- 1, 1). This definition is 
equivalent to our definition. 
Dejinition 1.3. Let X be a pointed space with nondegenerate base point. We define 
C,(X) = lQ~.(j) x72,Xj ( >I - 
where 
(Cl,. . .,Cj;X1,...rXj)-(C1,...)Ci__1)Ci+l)...)Cj;X1)...)Xi_1)Xi+l)...)Xj) 
if and only if xi = *, the base point. 
TOP 33-4-C 





The following are the most important properties of C,(X) that we use in this paper, 
whose proofs can be found in [lo, 161, or [4]. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. C,(-) d&es a functor 
C,(-): Spaces, + Spaces, 
where Spaces, is the homotopy category of compactly generated spaces with nondegenerate 
basepoint. 
THEOREM 1.5. For n 2 0, if X is path-connected, there is a functorial weak homotopy 
equivalence 
C,(X) + Q”Z”X. 
d 
THEOREM 1.6. For n 2 0, there is a functorial stable homotopy equivalence 
C,(X) 2 jgI VA)+ AZ,XAj. (8) 
This homotopy equivalence is multiplicative in the sense that this map translates the loop sum 
C,(X) x C(X) + C”(X) 
into the map induced by the concatenation of cubes 
Q VA)+ A,,X^’ 
>( 
x Q %Jj)+ A,,X^’ 
j= 1 j= 1 > 
Our purpose in this section is to define a stable filtration on R”E”X, under the stable 
homotopy equivalence (8), by filtering %J j) and to prove the basic properties for this 
filtration used in the later sections. 
Let ’ 
g”(j) ““%,(l)j 
be the restriction to the first coordinate of cubes. Our filtration on 9?“(j) is induced from 
a filtration on gI(l)j via this map. For simplicity, we denote %ZI(l)j by 9(j). 
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The idea of the filtration is as follows: In order to obtain the “right E2-term”, i.e. Cotor, 
the most elementary method (which we do not use in this paper) would be to define 
a filtration so that the El-term of the spectral sequence is isomorphic to the tensor algebra 
of h;,(Q”-‘C”X) over h,(e). For this purpose, we can easily see, by the stable splitting 
theorem, that it is enough to identify the difference F_,wn(j) - F_,_1G9,,(j) as a set of 
4 “vertically aligned stacks” of cubes (Fig. 2). We want these “stacks” to be “stable under 
gravity” for the ease of handling. This leads to the following definitions. 
Recall that a little interval (little l-cube) is an affine embedding 
b:(- 1, 1) -(- 1, 1). 
Thus b(t) = Rt + C for some numbers R and C. R is called the radius and C the center of 
this interval. 
Dejinition 1.7. Let b:( - 1, 1) -+ (- 1, 1) be a little interval. For x E( - 1, l), we define the 
distance function between b and x by (Fig. 3) 





7 c . . . [ 
1 r 




-1 C-R 0 C C+R 1 2 
Fig. 3. 
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The distance function between two intervals b and b’ is defined by 
dis(b, b’) = min{d(b(O), b’), d(b’(O), b)} . 
Obviously, dis defines a continuous function 
dis:9(1) x 4(l) + [0, 11. 
Composed with the map pri :%,(l) + 9(l), we obtain 
dis:V,(l) x g(l) -+ [0, 11. 
The function d measures how close x is to the center of the little interval b. This also 
detects if x lies inside the little interval or not. 
LEMMA 1.8 For x E( - 1, l), 
x#Imb 0 d(x,b)=O. 
x=b(O) o d(x,b)=l. 
Proof: By inspection. 
COROLLARY 1.9. For c, c’ e%,,(l), 
pr,(c)(O) $Impr,(c’) or prl(c’)(0)$Imprl(c) o dis(c, c’) = 0. 
pr,(c)(O) = prl (c’)(O) o dis(c, c’) = 1. 
Definition 1.10. Let c = (ci, . . . , cj) E%?,(j) and S be a nonempty subset of (1,. . . , j}. 
The overlap function of c with indices in S is defined by 
OL(c, S) = min{dis(c,, q)lk, 1 ES}. 
For a partition P:S, II . . . II S, = { 1,. . . , j} with Si # 4 for 1 I i I q, the minimum 
overlap function is defined by 
MOL(c, P) = min{OL(c, S,)l 1 I k < q} . 
Notice that for a fixed S and a partition P, 
OL(- , S):Vn(j) -+ CO, 11 
and 
are continuous. 
MOL( - , P):%Zn( j) + [0, 11 
With these functions, there is an induced filtration on q:,(j) as follows. 
Dejinition 1.11. Let F”WJ j) = Fl+?,(j) = V”(j). 
For q > 0 for c E FqV?,( j), let 
uqo~max{MOLtc,p~~~~S~~~~~~S,=~~~~~~~j~ }. 
is a partition mto nonempty q subsets 
Then 
uq:Fq%“( j) + [0, l] 
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is a continuous function and the (4 + 1)-st filtration is defined by 
Fq+‘%7J j) = u;‘(O). 
Thus c E Fq+ l%,,(j) if and only if, for any partition S, LI * * * LI S, = { 1, . . . , j}, one of 
OL(c, &j’s is 0. 
Sometimes we use lower indices, F -,Vn( j) = Fq%‘J j), which coincide with the original 
Eilenberg-Moore indexing. 
Thus we obtain a finite filtration of w”(j) 
4 = Fj+‘%‘“( j) c Fj%?Jj) c . . . c F’%“(j) = F’@?,(j) = W”(j) 
or 
4 = F-j_ l%,,(j) c F-j%‘,,(j) c . . . c F- lU,(j) = Fo~,,W = @n(j). 
Remark 1.12. Since all functions used in the above definitions are invariant under the 
action of ~j, this filtration is Z,-equivariant. 
Unfortunately, this filtration is not compatible with the base point relation in the 
definition of C,(X), thus we cannot form 




There are two ways to avoid this difficulty: reindex this filtration or use the stable splitting 
of C,(X). The first idea results in a filtration on C,,(X), but the resulting spectral sequence is 
mysterious and we do not use this idea to construct a spectral sequence. However, this 
reindexed filtration is used in Section 3 to determine the El-term of the spectral sequence. 
For the construction of the spectral sequence, we use the following definition. 
definition 1.13. In the stable homotopy category, define 
F_,WC”X = F_,C,(X) = t F-,%‘,(j)+ A~,X”~. 
j=l 
We obtain 
. . . c F_,C,(X) c F-q+lC,(X) c . . . c F-IC,(X) = FoC,(X) $(X). 
Remark 1.14. This strange indexing of the filtration is designed to fit into the conven- 
tional indexing of the classical Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, which lives in the 
second quadrant. For example, Foqn( j)/F_ 1 W:.( j) = *. This agrees with the fact that 
E;,, z h,(*) for EMSS for a path-loop fibration of a simply connected space. 
In order to use this filtration to study the homological properties of C,,(X), we have to 
make sure that each successive inclusion 
F-q- 1 G(-W F-,GW 
behaves well under homology. Fortunately, our filtration is tame enough. 
PROPOSITION 1.15. For each q 2 1, the pair (F_q9?,,( j), F_q_l%:,( j)) is a Zj-equiuariant 
NDR pair. 
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Since a product of NDR pairs is an NDR pair, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.16. For q 2 1 and a pointed space X with a nondegenerate base point, the 
inclusion 
is a pointed cojibration. 
F-&(X) 4 F-,-I G(X) 
Proof of Proposition 1.15. Recall the definition of an NDR representation (u, H) [17]. 
u and H are continuous maps 
u: F-,%‘,(j) + [0, l] 
H:F_,V,(j) x [OJ] + F_,%“(j) 
satisfying 
u-‘(O) = F_,_I%‘,Jj) 
H(x, 0) = x for any x E F_,%?J j) 
H(x,t)=xforx~F-q_l%?,(j)and tE[O,l] 
H(u-‘[O, l), 1) c F-,-,+%(j). 
Although ug is a very good candidate for the function u and we can easily find 
a deformation of u;’ [0, 1) onto F_,_ 1 59,,(j), by squeezing the cubes horizontally, this 
deformation is not defined on the whole space, F_,%?,,(j), because if the centers of cubes are 
aligned on a single vertical line, this homotopy squashes the cubes flat, vertically. 
We need to modify uq a little. 





Let u14 = mou,, . ii4 is our next candidate for u: F_,%?.(j) + LO, 11. It remains to find 
a homotopy on F_,%?,,(j) which deforms U = 6; ’ [0, 1) onto F_,_ I G??,( j). Since the centers 
are very important in the definition of the filtration, we do not want to move the centers 
during the deformation. Thus the only thing we can do is to deform the radii. Notice that 
the function uq is designed to measure the ratio of the radius to the length we need to shrink 
in order to decrease the filtration by one. Let c = (ci, . . . , Cj) E F_,%J j). The explicit 
formula for the deformation of the radius of the first coordinate of the kth cube ck is given 
by 
Rk(t) = Rk - tR,. ~,(c).m(l - u,(c)) 
for 1 5 k 5 j, where R, is the radius of the first coordinate of ck. This formula defines 
a continuous homotopy 
It is easy to check that this 
proof of Proposition 1.15. 
H: F_,%Tn(j) x [0, l] -+ F_,%?,(j). 
homotopy satisfies the property we need. This completes the 
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COROLLARY 1.18. For any homology theory h,(-) and any pointed space X with a non- 
degenerate base point, deftne a spectral sequence by the exact couple 
D’s,, = h-,+&F-G(X)) 
EL,,, = h-,+,(F-,C,(X), F-,-I C,(X)) 
derived from the homology long exact sequences of pairs (F_,C,(X), F-,_ 1 C,(X)) for s 2 0. 
Then this spectral sequence strongly converges to h,(C,(X)). 
E’s,, = h-,+,(F-G(X), F-,-I C,(X)) =- h-,+,(C,(X)). 
Proof By Proposition 1.16, (Di,,, E:, *) gives an exact couple. The strong convergence 
follows from the fact that on each %J j), A r, X *j our filtration is finite. In other words, the 
spectral sequence associated with this filtration splits into a direct sum of small spectral 
sequences each of which collapses at a finite stage. 0 
2. THE FILTRATION ON EJCX, X) 
In this section, we define a filtration on E,(CX, X) so that the inclusion C,,(X) 4 
E,(CX, X) is a filtration preserving map. This filtration is a basic tool used in Section 4 to 
identify the E2-term of the spectral sequence defined in Corollary 1.18. 
In order to define the filtration on E,(CX, X), let us recall the definition of the functor 
E,(-, -) from [lo]. 
DeJinition 2.1. Let (Y, B) be a pair of pointed spaces. We say (Y, B) is a pointed NDR 
pair if both (Y, B) and (B, *) are NDR pairs. 
Definition 2.2. Let (Y, B) be a pointed NDR pair. We define a subspace S,(j; Y, B) of 
U,(j) x Yj as follows. 
(c1, * . ~~Cj;_Yl~~~~~ Yj) E ,I?,,( j; Y, B) o if yk $ B then ck can be extended to the right. 
where, by “extend to the right”, we mean the following: for a cube c = (fi, . . . ,fn): 
( - 1,l)” -( - l,l)“, let f;(t) be the interval with f;( - 1) = fi( - 1) and f;(l) = 1. Let 
z = (fi,fi,. ..,fJ.Forc=(ci,. . . , Cj) E U,(j), we say ck, for 1 I k I j, can be extended to 
the right if the image of & does not intersect with the images of other cubes, 
im & n Im cI = 4 for 1 # k. 
The relation on LI%J j) x z, Yj used to define C,(Y) can be restricted to LIb,( j; Y, B). 
Thus we define 
&(K J3 = jjS,(j; Y, @Pj - . j 
For k > 0, define 
and 
FkE,(Y,B)=Im fi &‘,(j; Y,B)/Zj+E,(Y,B) 
j=l > 
#Jj; Y, B) = FjEn(Y, B)/Fj- 1 E,( Y, B). 
It is easy to verify that g”( j; Y, B) is a quotient of &‘,,( j; Y, B) and a subspace of 
V”(j)+ A r, Y “‘. The inclusion B 4 Y induces an embedding %?J j) x Bj c b,( j; Y, B). Thus 
642 
we have natural inclusions 
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en(j)+ Az,BAJ 4 2Jj; Y, B) (9) 
C,(B)G E,(Y, B). 
By collapsing B and projecting cubes onto the last (n - 1)-coordinates, we obtain a map 
rr:E,(Y, B) + C,_,(Y/B). 
Some of the important properties of E,( Y, B) proved in [lo] are as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. E,(-, -) defines a functor 
E,(-, -): NDRs, + Spaces, 
where NDRs, is the homotopy category of pointed NDR pairs. 
THEOREM 2.4. Zf (Y, B) is a pointed NDR pair, the following sequence is a quasifibration 
C,(B) + E,(Y, B) 1 C,-I(Y/B). 
THEOREM 2.5. For j > 0, pjE,(Y, B) 4 Srj+, E,(Y, B) is a pointed cojibration and if 
(Y, B) = (CX, X), FjE,(CX, X) 4 Fj+ 1 E,(CX, X) is a homotopy equivalence. 
COROLLARY 2.6. g”( j; CX, X) is contractible for any j. 
Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 give us a trivial analogue of the stable splitting theorem 
of C,,(X) for E,(CX, X) 
E,(CX, X) = //8”( j; CX, X). 
j 
In fact, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. The stable map C,(CX) -+ Vj%?,,( j) r\,,(CX)“j which induces a stable 
homotopy equivalence restricts to give a stable homotopy equivalence 
E,(CX, X) F vg”( j; CX, X). 
j 
Hence we have a commutative diagram 







Proof See the appendix. 
Since our filtration on C,,(X) is defined by using the stable splitting theorem, we 
vz”( j; CX, X) as a substitute for E,(CX, X). 
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Dejinition 2.8. For (c, x) E z”( j; CX, X), let c& be the set of cubes in c indexed by points 
in X, in other words, Ci EC,,~ if and only if xi EX. 
For q 2 0, define the qth filtration F_qzJj; CX, X) = Fqz,,( j; CX, X) on #“(j; CX, X) 
as follows. 
F. iFn( j; CX, X) = Zn( j; CX, X) 
and for q > 0, 
(e, x) EF-q8J j; cx, X) 0 c,,d # 4 and c,,,, EF_,V,(1) 
forsome llllj, 
Finally we define 
3 
F-,E,(CX, X) = Q FmqfYJ j; CX, X). 
j=l 
Remark 2.9. Note that, unlike the stable filtration on C,(X), F_I g”( j; CX, X) # 
g,,( j; CX, X). Thus F- 1 zm( j; CX, X) is a proper subspace of F0 z”( j; CX, X). 
Notation 2.10. For brevity, we use the following abbreviations throughout the rest of 
this paper. 
F_qZq,j = F_,r?J j; CX, X) 
F_,E, = F_,E,(CX, X). 
It is easy to see the following result. 
LEMMA 2.11. Under the stable splitting, the inclusion C,(X) 4 E,(CX, X) preserves the 
f&rations, 
for q 2 0. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. For q > 0, the inclusion 
F-q- 1 Z”,j 4 F-qR”,j 
is a pointed cofibration. 
The only way (as far as I know) of proving an inclusion to be a cofibration is to construct 
an NDR structure (u, H) on the pair (F-qZ”,j, F-,- 1 Zn,j)a In this case, we need to make sure 
that the map u and the homotopy H preserve the basepoint, for we want a pointed 
cofibration. 
The proof of Proposition 2.12 splits into two parts. 
1. We first define an NDR representation for 
(F-qzn,j - (*>v F-q- 1 zn”.,j - I*>) 
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by modifying the NDR representation of 
(&q”(j)+ AqX”j, F-,-,V,(j)+ Az,X”j) 
by extending the functions dis, OL and MOL defined in Section 1. 
2. Secondly, we “glue” this NDR structure and the NDR structure of (CX, {*}) 
together, to obtain an NDR structure on the whole pair (F_qZn,j, F_,_ 1 8n,j). 
With this program, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.13. If(X, {*I) is an NDR pair, then there exists a basepoint preserving NDR 
representation (v, G)fir (CX, X) satisfying the condition, 
v(G(x, t)) = 0 
fir any x E v - ’ [0, 1) and t 2 v(x). 
Zf(X, {*}) is a strong NDR pair, there exists an NDR representation (II,,, G,)for (CX, {*}) 
satisfying 
v(Go(x, 4) < 1 
for any x E v - ’ [0, 1) and t E [0, 11. 
Proo$ To define an NDR representation for (CX, X), it is enough to define an NDR 
representation for (X x [0, 11, X x (0, l} u (*} x [O, 11) which preserves X x {l} u {*> 
x [0, 11. Since (X, *) and ([0, i], (0)) are both NDR pairs, (X, *) x ([0, 31, (0)) is also an 
NDR pair. By turning ([0, i], (0)) upside down, we have another NDR pair (X, *) x 
([i, 11, { 1)). By gluing them together along X x {t}, we obtain an NDR representation for 
(X x CO> 11, X x {(Al> u {*> x CO, II), h ence an NDR representation (v, H) for (CX, X). We 
accelerate the homotopy H as follows: 
G(x, t) = 
if t s v(x) and u(x) > 0 
if t 2 v(x) > 0 
if U(X) = 0 
to get a homotopy G satisfying the desired condition. 
The case of (CX, (*)) is similar. We define an NDR structure on (X, (*>) x ([0, 11, { 11) 
first. On the upper half, (X, (*I) x ([j, 11, (l)), we use the same NDR representation as 
above. On the lower half, (X, {*}) x [O, $1, we use (w x id, L x id), where (w, L) is a strong 
NDR representation for (X, {*}). By collapsing X x {l}, we obtain an NDR representation 
(vO, G,) for (CX, {*}). Since both (X, (*}) and ([f, 11, {l}) are strong NDR pairs, so is their 
product (X, (*>)x(C$, 11, (1)). S’ mce (v, G) = (v,,, G,) on the upper half, Go satisfies the 
condition on the upper half. On the lower half, for (x, s) E CX, 
v(G& s; t)) = u(L(x, t), 4 = min (MUX, t)), u&J} 
where (uO, H,) is an NDR representation for (CO,;], (0)). Since (w, L) is a strong NDR 
representation, v(GO(x, s; t)) < 1, if (x, s) E v-l [0, 1). 0 
The first half of Proposition 2.12 is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. (F-qZn,j - {*}, F-,-I Zn,j - {*}) is an NDR pair. 
Proof: We need to extend the functions, dis, OL, and MOL. We begin with the distance 
function. 
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Dejinition 2.15. Let (u, G) be the NDR representation of (CX, X) in Lemma 2.13. For 
c, c’ E g,(l) and x, x’ E CX - {*}, define the extended distance function by 
edis(c, x; c’, x’) = max{r(x), u(x’), dis(c,c’)}. 
LEMMA 2.16. For c, c’ a%?,, and x, x’ E CX - {*}, edis(c, x; c’, x’) = 0 if and only if 
x, x’ EX and dis(c,c’) = 0. 
Proof. Definition. 0 
The above lemma says that edis is an appropriate extension of dis and we can use edis, in 
place of dis, to extend the overlap function. 
Dejnition 2.17. Let S c { 1, . . . ,j} be a nonempty subset. For (c, x) EZn,j - {*}, the 
extended overlap function eOL with indices in S c { 1, . . , j} is defined by 
eOL(c; X; S) = min{edis(ci, xi; Ci’, xi’)/ i, i’ES}. 
For any partition P:SiLI . . . LIS, = { 1, . . . , j}, we define the extended minimum overlap 
function by 
eMOL(c; x; P) = min(eOL(c; x; Si)l 1 < i I q}. 
Finally, we obtain the functions we need. 
w,(c, x) = max{eMOL(c; x; P)(P:SILI. . . LIS, = (1,. . . ,j>) 
3, = mow,. 
Obviously, wq and 9, :F-,~~,j - {*} -+ [0, l] are well-defined and continuous. By 
Lemma 2.16 and the definition of the filtration, C; ‘(0) = F_,_ 1 #m,j - {*}. We use KJ~ as 
a function of NDR representation for (F_qZ”,j - {*}, F_,- 1 ~~,j - {*}). In order to finish 
the proof of Proposition 2.14, it remains to construct a homotopy K :(F-qZn,j - {*}) x 
[0, l] + Kqgnn,j - {*} with appropriate properties. This time, we not only shrink the radii 
of cubes but also use the NDR structure on (CX, X). In order to define K, we write 
K(c, x; t)= (hl(c~ x; t), . . . > hj(c, x; t); Sl(C5 x; t), . . . 2 Clj(C, x; t)) 
for (c, x) E U = G; ’ [O, 1) and t E [0, 11. This can be done because we excluded the base- 
point. The definition of hi’s is very similar to the definition of the homotopy in the proof of 
Proposition 1.15. It is defined by a linear deformation of the radii of the first coordinates. If 
we denote the radius of pr,(hi(c, x; t)) by Ri(e, x; t) for 1 I i 5 j, then the formula for 
Ri(e, X; t) is given by 
Ri(C, X; t) = Ri - tRi * W,(C, X)*m(l - Wq(C, X)). 
gi(C, X; t)‘s are given by 
gi(e, x; r) = G(xi; wq(e, x)r) 
where G is the homotopy of the NDR representation of (CX,X) in Lemma 2.13. Obviously, 
K is continuous. 
Let us verify that K satisfies the desired property. We need to verify the following three 
statements 
K(c, X, 0) = (C, X) for any (C, X) EF-q2n.j - {*) 
K(c, X, t) = (c, X) for (c, X) EF_q_,#“,j - {*) and t E [0, l] 
K(+i’[O, 1)~ 1) c F-q-lZ~,j- {*}. 
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The first and second statements are obvious from the definition. Suppose that @Jc, x) < 1. 
Then w,(c, x) < i and %Jc, x) = 2w,(c, x). On the other hand, by the definition of wq, for 
any partition P:SILI . . . LIS, = (1,. . . ,j}, there exists i with 1 I i I q and k, k’ E Si s.t. 
edis(c,, Xk; ck., Xk,) I W&, X). Thus 
u(&), t@k’), diS(Ck, +) < w&, x) 5 a. 
From (lo), it is easy to see that K(c, X; 1) EF-~-~ Zn,j - {*} if E,(c, x) < 1. 
This completes the proof. 
(10) 
0 
Proof of Proposition 2.12. Let (u,,, G,) be the NDR representation of (CX, {*}) in 
Lemma 2.13. By gluing (a,, K) and (u,, G,) together we define (u, H) as follows: 
u(c, x) = 
min{B,(c, x), uO(xl), . . . , UCJ(Xj)} if (c, x) # * 
0 if (c, x) = *. 
i 
K(C;G,(x,,~t),...,G,(xj,~t);t) if 3,< V, and V,>O 
H(cyx’t)= K c;Go(xl,t),. . . ,G,(xj,t);Gt 
w, 
if fiq 2 V, > 0 
* if (c, x) = *, i.e. V0 = 0 
where @‘4 = 6,(c, x) and K, = min{uO(xl), . . . , uo(xj)}. It follows from Lemma 2.13 and 
Proposition 2.14 that u and H are well-defined and continuous functions and (u, H) 
represents (F_,gn,j, F_,_ 1 ~““,,j) as an NDR pair. 0 
COROLLARY 2.18. For any homology theory h,(-) and a space X with a nondegenerate 
basepoint, the jiltration {F_,E,(CX, X)}S, ,, on E,(CX, X) dejines a strongly convergent 
spectral sequence 
E’s,, = h-,+,(F-,&F-,-1&) ah-,+,(&(CX, X)). 
We denote this spectral sequence by (E*(E,)} and the spectral sequence for the filtration 
(F-&(X)} by {E’(C,)). L emma 2.11 guarantees that the inclusion (9) induces a map of 
spectral sequences 
{E’(CJ) + {E’(J%)} 
which “converges” to the map 
h,(C,(X)) -+ h,(&(CX, X)). 
Namely the map E “(C,) -+ E “(E,) coincides with the map between the associated graded 
objects of h,(C,(X)) and h,(E,(CX, X)) induced by h,(C,(X)) + h,(E,(CX, X)). 
3. THE COMPARISON OF THE El-TERMS OF THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCES 
In this section we compare the El-terms of the spectral sequences, {E’(C,)} and 
{E’(E,)} and prove that El(&) is a cofree h,(n”-‘Z”X)-comodule generated by El(&), if 
h,(Q”-‘Z”X) is h,(*)-flat. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If h,(Q”-‘C”X) is Jlat over h,(*), the diagonal map 
A:E,(CX, X) -+ E,(CX, X) x E,(CX, X) 
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and rt : E,(CX, X) + C, _ 1 (XX) induce a comodule structure on E’ (E,) over h*(ZZ”- ’ CnX). 
Furthermore, 
E1(&) = E’(C,(X)) @h,(e) MC,-,(=)) 
as comodules over h,(C,_ I(ZX)), where the right-hand side has a structure of extended 
comodule. Hence 
E1(&) 0 h.(C,- 1(Xx)) h,(*) g E’(Cn(X)). 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 requires a good understanding of the diagonal maps on 
E,(CX, X) and C,_ l(CX), which is given by the following well-known elementary but 
important lemma and its corollaries. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a pointed space. Then we have a relative homotopy commutative 
diagram 
(x~co,ll+,xvx) -..L (X A co, II+, x v X) x (X ACO, II+, x v X) 
I V 
(cxvcx,xvx) i, 
I 4x 3 
(CX, X) x cm, X)
where V is the pinch map, X v X = X x (O}u X x (11, CX = X A [0, l] +/X x {l}, 
CX = X A [0, l] + IX x {O}pnd the vertical map on the right-hand side is the collapsing map 
on each factor. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be a pointed space.Then we have a relative homotopy commutative 
diagram 
(CX,X) L (CX, w x (CX, X) 
lV 1 
(CX v xx, X) - wLx)x(~x,{*)) 
(11) 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let X be a pointed space. Then we have a pointed homotopy commutative 
diagram 
zx~xx x cx 
vl 
/ 
cx v xx 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The composition 
is given by 
ioV(xr\t) = 
xr\2tx* if Olt<+ 
* xx A (2t - 1) if f I t I 1. 
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On the other hand, the composition 
(~~~)~A:XA[O,~]++XA[O,~]+~XA[O,~]++CX~CX 
is given by 
(qxq)oA(xr\t)=(xr\t,x~t). 
It is easy to define a homotopy between these maps. For example, 
H(X A t; S) = 
(X A ((1 - S)t + 2tS),X A ((1 - S)t + S)) if Oltlt 
(x A ((1 - s)t),x A ((1 - s)t + (2t - 1)s)) if 4 I t I 1 
works. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We want to understand the composition $: 




JI E,(CX, W x En(=,{ * >I 
E,(CX, X) x G-I(=) 
We apply the functor I?,(-, -) to diagram (11) in Corollary 3.3 to get 
E,(CX, X) 
En(A) 
A &((CX, X) x (CX, X)) 
1 E.(V) 1 
E,(CX v cx, X) - E,((CX, X) x (CX> { * > )) 
We also have 
E,((CX,X) x (CX, X)) En(pr1)xEn(gr2)* E,(CX,X) x E,(CX,X) 
1 1 
En((CX,X)x(~X,{ * >,, En(pr1)xEn(pr2)b E,(CX, X)x E&X) { e}) 
7 t 
E,(CX v CX,X) 
En&,)x &(ih) 




’ E,,(CX, X) x Cn- I (=I 
En(V) 1 t 
E,(CX v CX,X) En(pr’)x En(prZ)b E,(CX,X) x E&X, {*}) 
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C,_l(ZX v EX) 
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(12) 
The next step is to describe these maps under the stable splittings. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Under the stable splittings, 
C,-1(xX) 7 v gFI(j)+ k,(CX)^’ 
j 
the restriction of the reduced diagonal L\: C,_ 1 (ZX) -+ C, _ 1 (XX) A C,_ 1 (CX) to the j-adic 
piece V,_ 1 (j) r\zj(CX) Ai is given by the compositon 
gn-l(j)*cj(CW nj--kf?_l(j)*~,(ZX v XX)^’ 
= gn-l(j)+ *zj ( v (xxp A (EX)IS21 S,US, = il,...,i) ) = V 
jl +.L =j 
%n_l(j)*xj, xzj2 (CX)^jI * (CX)'jz 
” sj,>JS , 
V 
jl +j2 =i 
W- l(jl I+ 42, (W /\jl) * Wn- l(j2 )+ *\cj, @-UAj~) 
where sj, ( jz :~,,_I(j)-+%‘~_,(jI)x%T,_I(j2)isgivenbysi,,j2(c1~. . . ,cj)=(cl,. . .,cj,)x 
(cj, + 19 . . . 9 cj). 
Proof: Consider 
rpr,x ~2:cCn_1(zX v cx)-+c,_~(zx)xc”_~(~x). 
Take an element in the image of 
%?~_I(j)x~j(ZX v ZX)j-+C,_I(ZX v XX). 
Up to permutation, such an element is represented by 
(c; X2 y) = (cl? . * . 2 cj; cxl 3 *), . . . 2 cxj, 3 *I3 (*, Yj, + 119 . . . 3 (*T Yj)). 
Via FI, this element maps to (c,, . . . , cj; x1, . . . 9 Xj,, *, . . * 9 *) which is, under the base 
point relate, equivalent to (cl, . . . , Cj,; x1, . . . , Xj,) in C, _ 1 (ZX). By the same argument, 
we have pr2(c, X, y) = (cj, + I, . . . 3 Cj; Yj, + 1, . . . , yj). With these calculations, the pro- 
position easily follows. 0 
The case of E,(CX, X) is similar. The proof is omitted. 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. Under the stable splittings of C,_l(ZX) and E,(CX,X), the reduced 
coaction 
$ : E,(CX, X) + E,(CX, X) A C,_ l(ZX) 
on the j-adic piece $,,(j; CX,X) is given by the restriction of the map 
%Tn(j) r\z,(CX)“j -+ j, +y = j(4(j~)hr,,(CX)nj,) A (~dj2)aj,WOAj*) 
to &?“( j; CX, X) 
8Jj; CX,X) + V ~“,(j,;CX,X)A~~,(j2;~.X,{ *>I 
h +.i2 =j 
+ v 
A +.i2 =j 
~“(jl;CX,X)~~“_l(j2)~~j,(~X)hj1. 
It is clear from this description that 
$IZn,j+ V 
il +A =j 
zn,j, Aqn-l(j2)+ AZj,,(xX)^” 
preserves the filtration. Thus, if h,(C,_ 1 (XX)) is h,( *)-flat, then I$ defines an 
h,(C,- 1 (xX))-comodule structure on the spectral sequence {E’(E,)}. This proves the first 
half of Proposition 3.1. 
To prove the isomorphism, 
El(&) = E’(Cn)Oh,(*)h*(C,-1(CX)) 
consider the map 
Y: v (f’-,~n(k)lF-,- ,gn(k) mkx ^“)A(~~-1(1)+~z,(~X)‘)~F-,~~,j/F-4-l~~,j 
k+l=j 
defined as follows. Let 
be the embedding of (n - 1)-cubes as n-cubes with the radii of the first coordinate 1. Let 
p : q,,(k) x %“(I) + WJk + I) 
be the concatenation of the first coordinate. On each factor, Y is defined by the composition 
po(id A (7). 
We want to show that Y induces an isomorphism in homology. To prove this, the most 
naive idea is to define a homotopy inverse 
F-,g”,jlF-q-lzn,j+ V (F-4~:n(k)/F-,-1~“(k)A~xX *k)A(~“-l(l)+~~,(~X)l) 
k+l=j 
by separating the cubes indexed by points in CX - X and projecting those cubes onto the 
last (n - l)-coordinates. But it is easy to see that such a map can never be continuous. 
Fortunately, since we need only a homology isomorphism, the following proposition 
suffices. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Y is a stable homotopy equivalence. 
Thus we obtain an isomorphism of differential graded h,( *)-modules, 
Y’,:E’(Cn)Oh,(.)h*(C,-1(CX))-t E’(L). 
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From the descriptions in Propositions 3.5 and 3.6, it is easy to see that Y induces an 
isomorphism of comodules over h, (C, _ 1 (XX)), where E ’ (C,)@h, (C, _ I (CX)) is regarded 
as an extended comodule. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. cl 
For the proof of Proposition 3.7, we need to introduce yet another model for 
PR”-‘C”X, which is a subspace of E,(CX,X). 
Definition 3.8. For each j > 0, define a subspace of S,(j; CX, X), ai(j; CX,X), as 
follows: 
(c1, . . . 2 Cj; X1,. . ) Xj)E&i(j; CX,X) 
if and only if 
Impr,(Ci) C (- 1,0) if XieX 
Im PHI (Ci) = (0,1) if XiECX - X. 
As in the case of &‘,(j; CX, X), define Ei(CX, X) and &i(j; CX, X). We define a filtration on 
g;(j; CX,X) by 
F-,di(j; CX, X) = F_,b,(j; CX, X) A di(j; CX,X). 
For simplicity, we use the following notation. 
F-qd,",j = F_,bi(j; CX,X) 
Definition 3.9. Let g,,(j)” be the subspace of w”(j) consisting of cubes which have the 
first coordinates in ( - l,O). By intersecting with F-,%?,,(j), we obtain F_,%‘,(j)“. 
For any pointed space X, define 
c:(x) 
Obviously, we have the following 
LEMMA 3.10. The inclusion 
= ( jfjl ~Jj)” x x,X j)/ - . 
result. 
is a Cj-equivariant homotopy equivalence, which induces a homotopy equivalence 
i: C,“(X) -+ C,(X). 
The restriction of ‘-I’ 
Y”: v (F_,%?,,(k)“&_, Wn(k)“r\xkX “k)~ (59,-1(l)+ Am,‘)+ F-~~~,j/F-~-1P~,j 
k+l=j 
behaves much more nicely than Y. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. ‘PI’ is a homeomorphism. 
This is the reason we introduced the “double-primed” spaces. 
rap 33-4-o 
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Proof. Define 
@:F_~~,j/F_q_~~,j* V (F_,%‘,,(k)“/F_ 
k+l=j 
q-l~~(k)“r\C,XAkk)~(~“-l(l)+~~,(CX)’) 
by separating cubes indexed by CX - X and projecting them on to the last n - 1 coordin- 
ates. Obviously, Y U 0 0 = id and Q, 0 Y U = id. Since those cubed indexed by CX - X are 
“already separated” in bi(j; CX, X), the continuity of 0 is obvious. q 
To prove Proposition 3.7, it is enough to prove that the inclusion 
F_48;,j~F_&j 
is a stable homotopy equivalence. 
First we need to reindex the filtrations. 
DEFINITION 3.12. Let F-,9(j) be one of F_,%?,,(j), F_,%?“(j)“, F_,6,,j, and F_,&,“,~. 
Define a new indexing by 
F,B(j) = F,_jB(j). 
LEMMA 3.13. For each s, the base point relation in the dejnition of C,( - ) restricts to each 
of the following families of spaces: 
{FSg,(j) X Z,xi}jz I 
{~,~Jj)” x z,Xj), z I 
{fis~,(j; CX, x)}j2 I 
{~&Y(j; CX, x)}j 2 I 
to give the following definitions: 




F,Ci(X) = fj F^,%TJj) x z,Xj 
( )I - j= 1 
F,E,(CX,X) = fi F,b,(j; CX, X) ( - j=l Ii 
F,Ei(CX,X) = fi F,Si(j; CX,X) ( - . i=l )I 
As is the case of C,,(X) and E,(CX,X), we have quasifibrations. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. If X is a pointed space with nondegenerate base point, for each s, the 
following sequences are quasijbrations: 
F&,(X) + F^,E,(CX, X) --) C”_ l(ZX) 
FSCi(X) -+ FJ::(CX,X) --t c,_ l(CX). 
Proof. May’s proof [lo] for C,(X) and E,(CX,X) works without modification. 0 
COROLLARY 3.15. For each s, the inclusion i:$,E::(CX,X)-+$,E,(CX,X) is a weak 
homotopy equivalence. In particular, Et(CX, X) is weakly contractible. 
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Proof: The inclusions induce a map of quasifibrations 
&C,“(X) - F&(CX, X) - C,-1(xX) 
1’ 1’ 1 ” 
R’,cnW) - RMW -v - C,-1(=4 
By Lemma 3.10, left vertical arrow is a homotopy equivalence. Thus, by long exact sequence 
of homotopy groups, the middle vertical arrow induces an isomorphism of homotopy 
groups. 0 
We also need the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. There are stable splittings for each s 
F,Ei(CX,X) T jgl Fsc?i(j;CX,X) 
which commute with various inclusions among these spaces. 
ProoJ: See the appendix. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.7. By Corollary 3.15 and Proposition 3.16, we have a com- 
mutative diagram of stable homotopy equivalences in the stable category 
&,E:(CX, X) T jgl F,Bi( j; CX, X) 
li 1’ 
&wx X) +7 P,b,( j; CX, X) 
j=l 
Since i preserves the number of cubes, we obtain a stable homotopy equivalence for each 
s and j. 
Proposition 3.11 now completes the proof. 0 
4. THE I?-TERM OF THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
In this section we determine the E2-term of the spectral sequence, by dualizing the 
procedure of [15]. 
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THEOREM 4.1. For a pointed space X with nondegenerate base point and a multiplicative 
homology theory h,( - ), ifh,(O”-‘C”X) is h,( *)-flat, 
E2 z C&&*(R”-‘x”X)(hJ *), h,( *)). 
Before we go on to prove this theorem, let us recall the method of identifying E2-term in 
[15]: Let h,( - ) be a multiplicative homology theory. For an associative H-space G, 
Rothenberg and Steenrod used certain filtrations on the total space and the base space of 
the Dold-Lashof-Milnor quasifibration [ 11,5] 
G+EG-+BG 
and proved tiiat 
h+cb%,G~,-~G) = h,(B,G,B,-,G)Oh,h,(G) 
as h,(G)-modules, if h,(G) is h,( *)-flat. In other words, 
E ‘(BG) Z E1 (EC) @h,(t$*( * ) (13) 
where E ‘(BG) and E’(EG) are the E ‘-terms of the spectral sequences for the filtration of 
BG and EC, respectively. Then, by showing that (E’(EG), dl) is acyclic, they proved 
E’(BG) g Torh*(G)(h,( * ), h,(*)). 
In order to dualize this method, we need a quasifibration model for the path-loop 
fibration 
WE”X -+ KY-‘C”X --f n”-‘Yx. 
Of course, we use May’s quasifibration [lo] 
C,(X) -+ E,(CX,X) --+ C,-l(CX). 
In Sections 1 and 2, we already defined filtrations on C,(X) and E,(CX, X). In Section 3, 
we described the relation between E’(C,) and E’(E,), which corresponds to (13) in the 
Rothenberg-Steenrod procedure. In order to finish the proof of Theorem 4.1, therefore, it is 
enough to prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (E’(E,),d’) is acyclic, hence, if h,(R”-‘Y’X) is Jlat over h+(*), 
(E’(E,),d’) is an h,(R”-’ C” X)-cofiee resolution of he ( * ). 
For the proof of Proposition 4.2, the following fact is essential. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. F _,Zn, j is contractible in Feg+ 1 d,, jfor all q and j, namely the inclusion 
i:F-,gn,jqF-q+l #,, j is null homotopic. 
ProofofProposition 4.2. The spectral sequence {Er(E,)} is defined by the exact couple 
consisting of the long exact sequences, 
. . . + h*(F_,_lE,)~h,(F-,,E,J~h~(F-~E,,, F_,_lE,)+ . . . 
By Proposition 4.3, i, = 0 and these long exact sequences split into collections of short 
exact sequences. 
‘* 0 -+ h,(F-,E,)- h,(F_,E,, F_,-lE,) a -h,_,(F_,,,E,)-+O. 
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Splicing them together, we obtain a long exact sequence. 
p*“d o-,h,(*)-,h,(F,E,,F-,E,)- h*(F-,E,,F_,E”)ti. . . 
xh*(F_ ,+IE,,F-,En)* h,(F_,E,, F_,-,E,)s . . . 
However, this is nothing but the E ‘-term for E,(CX, X), i.e. (E ‘(E,), d ‘). Thus (E ‘(E,), d ‘) is 
acyclic. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. In pp. 60-61 of [lo], May describes a homotopy, due to 
Snaith, which deforms 9jE,(CX, X) onto Fj_ 1 E,(CX, X). Since 8n,j is defined to be the 
quotient SjE,(CX, X)/Yj-,E,(CX, X) it is natural to expect that this gives us a null 
homotopy we need by restriction. Unfortunately, however, May-Snaith homotopy does not 
behave well with respect to our filtration. The problem is that this homotopy moves so 
many cubes that we might change too many filtration degrees. We do not want to increase 
the filtration degree more than one. But it is not difficult to modify this homotopy. 
To this end, we define several functions on cubes. 
Definition 4.4. Fix q 2 0. For (C,X)E F_*~=,j = { * }, let Ci and Ri be the center and 
radius of the first coordinate of a cube ci E c = (cl, . . . , Cj). We define 
Cmax(C, X) = max (Cl, . . . , Cj} 
Rmin(C, X) = min {RI, . . . , Rj}. 
These are continuous functions on F-48n.j - { * >. 
C max : F-lZn,j - (*} + [O, l] 
Rmin: F-qgn,j - (*} + [O, 11. 
Consider an imaginary interval with C,,, the center and Rmin the radius. This interval 
has the right most center and the shortest radius. We use this imaginary interval to detect 
the cubes that we can move within filtration q - 1. 
LEMMA 4.5. For y E ( - 1,1) and (c, x) E F -,g,,, j - { * }, let %(y ; c, x) be the function 
d in 1.7 of y and the imaginary right most interval, i.e. 
zqy; c, x) = 1 - 
IICmax(e, x) + Rmin(e, x) - Y I - I Cmax(c, XI - Knin (G X) - Y II 
2Rrnin (C, XI 
then Z:(-1,1)XF_,8n,j-{*})+[O,l]’ IS continuous and has the following properties. 
If Ck = Cln,,, then %(C,; c, x) = 1. 
If %(C,; c, x) # 0 and c(C[; c, x) # 0, then dis(ck, cl) # 0. 
With this function and a contraction of the cone CX, g: CX x [0, l] -+ CX, we define 
a homotopy H:F_,~“,jX[O, I] + F-q+lF”,,j by 
H(Cl,...,Cj;Xl,...,Xj;t)=(Cl,..., Cj; g(X,, Z(C,, CT X)‘t), . . . ) g(Xj, %(Cj, C, X)‘t)) 
for (c, X) = (~1, . . . . cj; X1, . . . . xj)~F_~Z,,j - { *} and 
H(*; t) = *. 
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Then it is easy to see, from Lemma 4.5, that H is continuous and this is the homotopy we 
wanted. 
5. THE HOPF ALGEBRA STRUCTURE 
In this section we finish the proof of the main theorem by 
propositions. 
proving the following two 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For any multiplicative homology theory h,( - ), the spectral sequence 
{E’(C,)} has a structure of spectral sequence of algebras over h,( *}, “converging to” the 
algebra structure on h,(C,(X)) defined by the loop sum. If h,(R”-‘C”X) is h,( *)-flat, the 
algebra structure on the E 2-term agrees with the standard algebra structure on Cotor. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For any multiplicative homology theory h,( - ), zf X is a co-H space 
and ifany h,( *)-module isfiee, then the spectral sequence {E*(C,)} has a structure of spectral 
sequence of coalgebras over h,( *), “converging to” the coalgebra structure on h,(C,(X)) 
defined by the diagonal map. The coalgebra structure on the E 2-term agrees with the standard 
coalgebra structure on Cotor. 
Let {E’(C, x C,)} be the spectral sequence defined by the “product filtration” on 
C,(X) x C,(X), i.e. 
F,(C,(X) x C,(X)) = u F-,,C,(X) x F-,,C,(X). 
41 + q2 = 4 
We can prove, by a similar argument as in the case of C,,(X) that 
E 2 (C, x C,) g Cotorh*(Cn- I(‘~) x ‘n- l(cx))(h, ( * ), h, ( * )). 
The external products 
h,(F-,, C,(X))@+@-,,C,(X)) --) h,(F-,,-,,(G(X) x C,(X))) 
induce a map of spectral sequences. 
P* : {E’(G)}O(E’G)} + {-WC, x Cd> 
If any h,( * )-module is free, ,+ is an isomorphism of spectral sequences. By the naturality of 
the Kunneth formula, we have the following diagrams. 
Cotorh*(cn-l(X))(h,( *), h,( *))@Cotor h*(Cn-l(X))(h.J *), h,( *)) 5 E2(C,)@E2(C,) 
1 1 Pt 
Cotorh*(c”-l(X))Oh*(C.-l(X))(h*( *), h,( *)) 
= + E2(C, x C,) 
(14) 
Cotorh*(c”-,(X))Oh*(C.-,(X))(h*( *), h,(q)) 
g 
- E2(C, x C,) 
1 1 P;’ 
Cotorh*(Cn- l(x))(h,( * ), h, ( * ))@Cotor h*(Cnm,(X))(h*( *), h,( *)) 5 E2(C,)@E2(C,) 
(15) 
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Proof of Proposition 5.1. The case n = 1 is exceptional. It is well-known that, for any 
coaugmented coalgebra C over h,( *) in which any element but the unit is primitive, 
Cotorc(h,( *), h,( *)) = T(C-‘c”), the tensor algebra over the desuspension of c, as 
algebras, where c” is the coaugmentation coideal of C. In particular, Cotorh*(‘x)(h,( *), 
h,( *)) z T&(X)) as algebras. On the other hand, in the stable splitting 
Cl(X) s jvl @1(j)+ AZ,X hj 
971 (j) N Cj as Z:j-spaces and thus 
An important fact is that this splitting is multiplicative (Theorem 1.6), where the multiplica- 
tion on the right-hand side is defined by the smash products X Ak x X A1 + X A(k + l). Thus 
h,(C,(X)) g T&(X)) as algebras. This proves Proposition 5.1 when n = 1. 
When n > 1, h,(C,_i(ZX)) has a structure of Hopf algebra, which induces an internal 
product 
Cotorh*(c~-~(ZX))~h*(C~-~(ZX))(h*( *), h,( *)) -+ Cotorh*(cn-l(~X))(h,( *), h,( *)). 
Composed with the external product of Cotor, we obtain another algebra structure on the 
Cotor of h, (C, _ I (XX)). 
p’: Cotorh*(cn-l(~:X))(h,( *), h,( *))@Cotorh*(cn~l(ZX))(h,( *), h,( *)) 3 
Cotorh*(Cn~I(ZX))(h,( *), h,( *)). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let C be a Hopf algebra which is Jlat over a commutative ring R. Then the 
standard algebra structure on CotorC(R, R) coincides with the algebra structure defined by 
CotorC(R, R)OR CotorC(R, R) ---f CotorC@RC(R, R) + Cotof(R, R). 
Proof: This is an analogue of a well-known fact about the algebra structure on Ext. 
When C is finitely generated, the isomorphism 
CotorC(R, R) z ExtC*(R, R) 
reduces the proof to the case of Ext. In general, we can modify the proof for Ext without 
difficulty. The details are omitted. 0 
From diagram (14) and the above lemma, it is sufficient to prove that the loop sum 
p : C,(X) x C,,(X) -+ C,,(X) induces a filtration preserving map under the stable splitting of 
C,(X) and the induced map on E2-terms of spectral sequences 
E2(C, x C”) -+ E2(C,) 
makes the following diagram commutative. 
Cotorh*(Cn-‘(ZX)X(Cn-‘(ZX))(h,( *), h,( *)) -% E’(C, x C,) 
1 O’ 1 
Cotorh*(cn-l(CX))(h,( *), h,( *)) -f+ E2(G) 
(16) 
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By Theorem 1.6, under the stable splitting, the loop sum 
R”C”X x n?Px -+ R”C”X 
is induced by the concatenation of cubes 
in the first coordinates. It is easy to see, from the definition, that this concatenation of cubes 
preserves the filtration, i.e. 
F-,l~“(j,)xF-,,~~(j,)-tF-,1-42~“(jl +j2). 
for ql, q2 2 0. This pairing defines a map of spectral sequences 
{WC, x CA> + {WC”)). 
Thus (E’(C,)} is a spectral sequence of algebras and the algebra structure “converges to” 
the algebra structure on h,(C,(X)) defined by the loop sum. 
It remains to prove the commutativity of diagram (16). Since diagram (16) is a relation 
between functors on C,(X) and C,_ i(ZX), it is natural to use an intermediate object, 
E,(CX,X). Namely, we define a family of filtration preserving maps 
&(k; cx, X) x &(I; cx, X) -+ L&k + 1; cx, X), (17) 
for k, 1 > 0, which restricts to 
V,(k)+ A~tXhkx~n(l)+A~,XA~~~?n(k + I)+A~~+~X”(~+‘) 
and projects onto 
(18) 
~~_l(k)+r\%(CX)“kx~~_,(Z)+A~,(~X)A’~~”_,(k + l)+A&+,(CX)“(k+? (19) 
For example, we can use the map given by Fig. 4, where (c, X)E tf,Jk; CX, X) and 
(c’, x’) E #,,(I; CX, X) and the horizontal and vertical coordinates in this picture are the first 
and the second coordinates in cubes, respectively. This map can be defined because of the 
assumption n > 1. Since (17) projects to (19), the map 
E’(E, x E,) + El(E,) 
is a map of differential bigraded comodules, where E 1 (E, x E,) and E 1 (E,) have 
h,(C,_ i(ZX) x C,_ i(ZX))- and h,(C,_ ,(ZX))- comodule structures, respectively. Thus we 
q j-q _ (c,x) (c”x’) 
Fig. 4. 
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have a map of cofree resolutions 
E’(&x&) - E’(L) 
T t (20) 
h,(*) --% h,(e) 
On the other hand, (17) restricts to (18), hence we obtain in a diagram of differential 
bigraded comodules 
E’(C” x C”) - E’(G) 
E’E x En) - E’b%J 
where E’(C, x C,) and E’(C,) have the trivial comodule structures over h,(C,_l(CX) x 
C,_ 1 (CX)) and h,(C,_ I (XX)), respectively. This proves the commutativity of (16). 0 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. In Proposition 3.5, if X = CY, the diagonal map on 
C,(X) = C,(CY) is described explicitly in terms of stable splitting. It is easy to see that 
Proposition 3.5 also applies to co-H spaces without change. It is not difficult to check from 
this description that the diagonal map is stably homotopic to a filtration preserving map. 
Hence we obtain a map of spectral sequences. 
{E’(G)) ** ----+{E’(Cn x Cd> 
The commutativity of 
Cotorh*(cnml(‘X))(h,( *), h,( *)) 
= 
--+ E’(G) 
Cotorh*(Cn-l(‘X)x cn-l(‘x))(h,( *), h,( *)) 5 E’(C, x C,) 
can be proved in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 5.1. The details are 
omitted. 0 
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APPENDIX: STABLE SPLITTING OF CERTAIN SUBSPACES OF C,(X) 
In this appendix, we prove the various stable splittings used in this paper following the proof of 
a generalized stable splitting theorem in [4]. We need some notations. 
Dejinition A.l. Let (c, x) = (cl, , c,, x1, . . . , x~)E%“(~)x x,X’. For any subset 
c( = {iI, . . , ij} c {l, . , l), define 
c, = (Ci,, . . , ci ) , 
x, = (Xi,, , Xi,). 
For a positive integer j, a pointed space X and a space Y, define 
Bn(j) = w:.(j)/xj 
D,(j; X) = V,(j) + AZjX *’ = FjC,(X)/Sj_ 1 C,(X) 
F(j; Y) = the configuration space of j points in Y 
fi F(k; Y)xxjX’ -. 
k=l 
Consider a family of spaces { 9’(j)}j satisfying the following conditions. 
Condition A.2. (1) 9’(j) c U.(j) x x,X’. 
(2) I~(c,x)E~(/), thenforanysubset rc {l,. . , !} with 1~11 =j,(c,,x,)Ey(j). 
(3) By the second condition thefami/y {P’(j)} is closed under the base point relation; thus we can 





Let SjS = S n FjC,(X) and g(j) = FjS/Pj_ 1S. Then 
Sj_,S-+gjS+S(j) 
is a pointed cojbration. 
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Corollary to the Proof of the Stable Splitting Theorem. Let {Y(j)} be a family of spaces satisfying 
the above three conditions. Then the restriction of the stable splitting for C,(X) induces a stable splitting 
To prove this, let us recall the stable splitting map constructed in [4]. 
Dejinition A.3. For any pointed space X, define 
hj: C,(X )+ C(%diX D.(j; Xl) 
hj(cax) = (Cal, . . t Ca,; C‘L,,xa,I, . . . 3 C‘&, %,I) 
where (c, x)EF~C,,(X) - 9-I_1C,(X), k = (:), and c(r, . . , clk are all the subsets of (1, , l} of 
cardinarity j. The stable splitting map H is defined by the composition 
where q is induced by an embedding 
By restriction, we obtain 
Hj:sjCn(X) + Q( $‘l D,(k; X)). 
By definition the family of maps {Hj} commutes with the inclusions of pjC,(X)‘s. 
LEMMA A.4. There is a commutative diagram 
aj_ 1 C,(X) - yjcn(x) - D.(j;X) 
where cp is homotopic to the standard inclusion. 
(21) 
Since the bottom maps in the above lemma are infinite loop maps, we obtain the following 
corollary. 
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COROLLARY AS. There is a homotopy commutative diagram. 
QFj- 1 en(x) - QFjcntx) - QD.(j;X) 
1 QH,-I 
Q( 1iDJk-V) - Q(.j(IikX)) - QDn:j:X) 
where rows are quasifibrations. 
(22) 
This corollary is the most important tool in the proof of the stable splitting theorem in [4]. 
Now let {Y(j)} be a family of spaces satisfying Condition A.2. By the second condition, each Hi 
restricts t0 FjS 
Kj:FjS+Q( iI y(k)). 
The diagram (21), also restricts to give 
Fj_,S - SjS - @(A 
and 
QSj_lS - QcFjS - Q&j) 
(23) 
By assumption 
is a pointed cofibration and thus both top and bottom rows in (23) are quasifibrations. By induction 
on j, we assume that QKj_r is a weak homotopy equivalence, hence so is QKj. This completes the 
proof of corollary, to the proof of the stable splitting theorem. 
It is elementa@to check that, for each s, the families 
{gsvJj)+ ~z,X^j) 
{F^sW:,(j)‘L A x,X ^j} 
{F,gJj; CX, X)} 
{F^,Zl(j; CX, X)} 
satisfy Condition A.2. Thus Proposition 3.16 in Section 3 is proved. 
